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President’s Message 
Another year and another fantastic lineup!  Thank you for coming out 

to FRC’s production of Chess, our first show of the season and one that 

we hope you will enjoy greatly as one that is not often produced but a 

favourite nonetheless. 

Thanks again to all of our tireless volunteers, to the cast, crew, 

orchestra, design team and peripherals that go into a show of this 

magnitude and, of course, the friends and family who help us get 

there. 

Darren Stewart – President 

Rehearsal Space Update 
Some changes on the rehearsal space front.  We have successfully 

secured a replacement for Morpheus Theatre, who withdrew from our 

partnership and will be moving forward as partnership under the 

banner Calgary Community Theatre Ltd. (CCTL) with our partners 

StoryBook Theatre and Workshop Theatre. 

The CCTL, a privately owned non-profit corporation owned evenly by 

the three societies, is now responsible for the day-to-day operations of 

our current rehearsal and production space at the Community Arts 

Centre in the Currie Barracks, in a management format that will be 

moved forward to our new space, which we are still hoping to secure 

prior to the 2011-2012 season. 

Although we are in the process of securing permanent space, we are 

on the lookout for contingency and/or temporary space in the near 

future.  Please contact us at info@frontrowcentre.ca or by calling 403-

246-8505 if you are aware of any possibilities. 
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Music By Björn Ulvaeus and Benny Andersson 

Lyrics By Tim Rice 

Based on an idea by Tim Rice 

Book by Richard Nelson 

Broadway Production Presented by 
The Shubert Organization 3 Knights Ltd. Robert Foc Ltd. 

Broadway Production Directed by Trevor Nunn 

The video and/or audio recording of this performance by any means 
whatsoever are strictly prohibited. 

CHESS is presented through special arrangement with SAMUEL FRENCH, INC.  

CHESS contains language and content that may not be appropriate for children. 

 

The video projection technology you are watching at this performance has been made 

possible through the Calgary Foundation’s funding of a unique partnership between 

Ghost River Theatre and the Pumphouse Theatres. These professional-grade projectors, 

specifically selected to function well within a theatre setting, are being made available 

not only to this company but also, through the management and support of the 

Pumphouse Theatres, to small and mid-sized Calgary cultural institutions at an 

affordable rental rate. This means that this exciting but expensive new tool for theatrical 

production will be accessible to innovative Calgary artists, regardless of their budgets. 
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Directors’ Notes 
“‘One Night in Bangkok’ is from a musical?” 

That was the first reaction we usually got 

when we told people that we were directing 

Chess.  The second reaction was usually, 

“What’s it about?”  The answer was the one 

we struggled with.  

“Well, it’s a love story, set against the 

backdrop of the Cold War during an 

international chess championship.”  

“It’s a musical about chess?” 

So how do you make an 80’s musical about a 

very stationary pursuit interesting and relevant?  Especially when today’s 

generation was born after the fall of the Berlin Wall.  To today’s high-

school student the Cold War isn’t even a distant memory, it’s a historical 

footnote.   Russia no longer has the same borders, flag or name that it did 

30 years ago.   Our country is at war with borderless terrorists, not other 

countries.  Part of our problem was solved when recent events such as a 

Russian spy ring being found in the United States made us realize that 

maybe the Cold War wasn’t as irrelevant to today’s audience as we first 

thought.  And the themes of betrayal, love, home and identity are always 

relevant. The rest of our difficulties were laid to rest when we found such a 

talented and passionate cast and crew to help bring the music of ABBA’s 

Björn Ulvaeus and Benny Andersson to life.  

We have realized many blessings in bringing this musical to the stage.  

One is getting to share this rehearsal time with our baby girl and help 

indoctrinate introduce her, at a very early age, to musical theatre.  

Another is working with a truly amazing production team and getting to 

know our talented cast, many of whom are new to the Calgary stage.   

Thank you for coming to see our little blast from the past.  We hope that 

watching our show is more exciting than watching a game of chess.   

Carl & Colleen Bishop - Directors 
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Song Synopsis 
Prologue – Budapest, Hungary, 1956 

The Story of Chess  

ACT 1 – Bangkok, Thailand, 1988 

1. Press Conference 

2. Where I Want to Be 

3. How Many Women 

4. Hymn to Chess 

5. Merchandisers Song 

6. U.S. Versus U.S.S.R. 

7. Quartet (A Model of 

Decorum and Tranquility) 

8. You Want to Lose Your Only 

Friend? 

9. Someone Else’s Story 

10. One Night in Bangkok 

11. Terrace Duet 

12. So You Got What You Want 

13. Nobody’s Side 

14. Anthem 

Act 2 – Budapest, Hungary, 8 weeks later 

1. Arbiter’s Song 

2. Hungarian Folk Song 

3. Heaven Help My Heart 

4. No Contest 

5. You and I 

6. A Whole New Board Game 

7. Let’s Work Together 

8. I Know Him So Well 

9. Pity the Child 

10. Father’s Lullaby (Apukad 

Eros Kezen) 

11. Endgame 

12. You and I (Reprise) 

13. Anthem (Reprise) 
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Cast 
Freddie............................. .................. James Noonan 
Anatoly ............................ ................... George Smith 
Florence ........................... .................Catherine Gell* 
Molokov ........................... .....................Gary Silberg 
Svetlana........................... .................... Lurene Bates 
Walter.............................. ............. Jeremy Ballantine 
Arbiter ............................. ......................Allison Roth 
Gregor ............................. ..................... David Hume 
Nikolai.............................. ..................... Nick Driscoll 
Young Florence.................. ...................Evie Sylvester 

 
Chorus and Dancers: 

 
Carl Bishop, Danielle Desmarais, Daena Diduck,  

Lindsay Harle, Malina Jensen, Gavin Logan, Mike Opitz, 
Anne Roggensack, Tracy Smith, Kristina Stephenson,  

Donna Sylvester, Diana Venzi, Sherry West 
 
* Catherine Gell appears by permission of the Canadian 

Actors’ Equity Association 

FRC Calendar 
Shows 

Mel Brooks’ The Producers 

January 7 – 22, 2011 

Our special fundraising gala, Stephen Sondheim’s  

Putting it Together 

March 2011 (Exact dates TBD) 

Lerner & Loewe’s Brigadoon  

May 20 – June 4, 2011 

 

Auditions and Call for Directors 

Stay tuned to the Calgary ACTs mailing list or on our website at 

www.frontrowcentre.ca for information on upcoming auditions for 

Putting it Together and Brigadoon and for the call for proposals for 

director/show combos for our 2011-2012 season. 
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Cast 

 

JAMES NOONAN (FREDDIE) 

James is thrilled to be singing and, well, not dancing again for FRC in this incredible play 

Chess. James has loved this play for some time and is excited to be playing the role of 

Freddie. You may have seen him as Cornelius Hackle in FRC's Hello Dolly!, The Narrator in 

Cappuccino's Blood Brothers, or as Grosvenor in Morpheus's Patience. Have fun because, 

"We're here for Chess"!! 

 

GEORGE SMITH (ANATOLY) 

Studies show 64% of Canadians are "overweight" and that means 36% of you are 

abnormal!  So if you’re sitting beside a skinny person tonight, offer them a Haagen Dasz at 

intermission.  And if you’re struggling with abnormally average weight, or freakishly high 

fitness levels, know that there is help... and it comes topped with bacon and cheese, and 

covered in gravy!  Love to Brenda XoX 

 

CATHERINE GELL* (FLORENCE) 

In the role of Florence, Catherine Gell is delighted to be performing in her first show with 

FRC! As a film and television actress, she has had the pleasure of working with talents such 

as Tom Selleck, Brad Pitt and Emmy Award winning director Randa Haines. Watch in the 

new year for the release of her debut CD 'Judas Kiss'. 
*Catherine Gell appears by permission of the Canadian Actors’ Equity Association 

 

GARY SILBERG (MOLOKOV) 

Gary is very happy to be appearing in his fourth FRC show, having previously performed in 

Chicago, The Wizard of Oz, and Fiddler on the Roof.  Other recent performances include The 

Sound of Music, Patience, Cinderella, and The Mikado.  He is especially excited at the 

challenge of transformation from a Jewish innkeeper to a Russian chess player. 

 

LURENE BATES (SVETLANA) 

Lurene is grateful to the directors for having her in Chess, which she thoroughly enjoys. She 

plays a mean trombone and a terrifying accordion (it’s new). You can frequently find her 

marching with the King’s Own Calgary Regimental Band or sitting in with the Southern 

Stardust Big Band. She’d like to thank Tim, her parents, and her siblings for their love and 

support. Obicham te! 

 

JEREMY BALLANTINE (WALTER) 

Jeremy has really branched out of his comfort zone to play Walter. He is considered a very 

shy person by most people who he comes across, and would not be considered an extrovert 

by any definition. Jeremy's dream roles would be Vincinni in the non-existant musical The 

Princess Bride, and any role in a musical with Zombies! 

 

ALLISON ROTH (ARBITER) 

Rising from the backyards of Calgary, Allison Roth soared to the top of the pop scene in 

1998 with her debut album, Sugar. Her latest album, Tick Tick...Boom!, fuses Allison's easily 

digested arrangements with to-the-point guitar work to generate a solid record chock full of 

teenage anthems.  She may or may not have used an automatic bio generator to write this 

biography. 
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Cast 

 

DAVID HUME (GREGOR) 

David is happy playing chess, er... that is, a role in Chess!  David has recently been on 

stage as Toad in Frog and Toad, Cogsworth in Beauty in the Beast, and most recently Tobias 

in FRC's production of Sweeney Todd.  The audience is comprised of kings. *bows* Thanks 

for checking in and enjoy the show! 

 

NICK DRISCOLL (NIKOLAI) 

This is Nick's first show with FRC, and he couldn't be more thrilled than to perform in one of 

his favourite shows with such an incredibly talented cast! Select regional credits 

include RENT, Guys & Dolls (Summerstock), Grease, Maia, Pages (Theatre Works). Thanks 

to Joe Slabe for teaching me how to sing and to my parents for continually supporting me in 

every endeavour. 

 

EVIE SYLVESTER (YOUNG FLORENCE) 

Evie is an enthusiastic and energetic cast member who, in typical four year old fashion, 

believes Chess is "her" play and plays up her cuteness to full effect. This is Evie's first foray 

into theatre but we are sure it won't be her last. 

 

DANIELLE DESMARAIS 

Danielle is mostly just Albertan, having been born and raised right on the prairies.  She took 

an early liking to dancing after discovering bocce ball would never be an Olympic sport. 

Although she doesn’t mind learning Russian for the sake of art, she'd rather be finger 

painting scenes from her favourite childhood film, Dr. Zhivago. Danielle would like to thank 

everyone who made this show possible! 

 

DAENA DIDUCK 

Daena hates writing bios. She is originally from Saskatoon and has been back in Calgary for 

just over 5 years and is here to stay. Her last musical was way back in high school. In the 

hiatus from the stage she keeps herself occupied in Korinnya Ukrainian Folk ensemble, 

making pysanky (Ukrainian Easter eggs) and being involved in the Ukrainian community in 

Calgary. 
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Cast 

 

LINDSAY HARLE 

Lindsay is ecstatic to be a part of the Chess cast. While never having learned how to play 

chess before, Lindsay has found being in this show a challenging and rewarding experience 

as she's learned the ins and outs of which chess piece does what, a skill and a memory she 

will take with her the rest of her days. 

 

MALINA JENSEN 

This is Malina’s first show with FRC.  Prior shows she has done include: Cabaret, Pride & 

Prejudice, Yeomen of the Guard and Beauty & the Beast.  It has been a blast working with 

such a fun & talented group of people.  Thank you very much for coming tonight & enjoy the 

show!  :) 

 

GAVIN LOGAN 

By day a mild-mannered high school English teacher, Gavin's many other passions include 

writing poetry, reading, and of course, obsessing over musical theatre. Gavin’s theatrical 

highlights include playing Tony (West Side Story), Pontius Pilate (Jesus Christ Superstar), 

and Horton the Elephant (Seussical); Gavin also writes theatre reviews for the New York-

based website www.talkinbroadway.com.  Watch out… “From square one he’ll be watching 

all 64!!!!!” 

 

MIKE OPITZ 

Mike is excited to have Chess be his first show with FRC. Mike is a newcomer to Calgary’s 

theatre scene. In his youth, he did a few shows, but being gone from the stage for close to 

20 years, everything is brand new again! He would like to thank his family, Laurie, Kaeden 

and Sophie for helping him get back into the theatre community! 

 

ANNE ROGGENSACK 

Previous roles include Golde in Fiddler on the Roof, Sylvia in Dracula, Baby!, Witch 

in Dido and Aeneas, and Sister in The Last Wife. Anne was a finalist in Calgary 

Opera’s “So You Think You Can Sing Opera?” competition. She proudly sings with 

Spiritus Chamber Choir. When not singing, Anne is an Obstetrician specializing in 

MFM, and is married to a very understanding husband. 

 

TRACY SMITH 

Coming from a little shop of horrors, Tracy spent time as a munchkin fiddling on roofs while 

trying to catch greasy stars with a giant flashlight.  She’s been possessed by a demon 

barber and said hi to a children's toy.  She is excited to be a big-haired pawn in FRC’s latest 

production.  Thanks to all her friends and family for their support.  (Little Shop of Horrors, 

Wizard of Oz, Fiddler on the Roof, Grease, Sweeney Todd, Hello Dolly! and Chess) 

 

KRISTINA STEPHENSON 

Kristina has enjoyed performing since she was young.  Whether it’s ballet, jazz, tap, 

contemporary, musical theatre or burlesque, she is thrilled to be on stage.  Kristina would 

like to thank Colleen, Carl, Joy and everyone at Front Row Centre for the opportunity to be a 

part of Chess. 
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Cast 

 

DONNA SYLVESTER 

Donna was involved in the theatre many, many years ago and is excited to be at it once 

again. Donna is Mommy to three including Evie, the youngest cast member. 

 

DIANA VENZI 

Chess is Diana's second show with FRC and she thanks Colleen, Carl and the entire team for 

the opportunity. Diana previously appeared in the chorus of Sweeney Todd and has also 

performed with Cappuccino's Dessert Song. She considers herself an authority on the 

1980s, having spent several years there, but just to be prepared has been watching old 

episodes of Degrassi for fashion inspiration. 

 

SHERRY WEST 

Sherry is delighted to be performing in her 5th show with FRC, past shows being Camelot, 

Leader of the Pack, A New Brain and Jesus Christ Superstar.  Sherry is also delighted to be 

working with such a great cast of veterans and newcomers and to be directed by the 

tremendous trio of Carl, Colleen and Lily Bishop!  Let the game begin. 
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Orchestra 

 

DARREN PAWLIK (PIANO) 

Darren has been playing in community theatre orchestras for years. He had been 

encouraging a number of groups to produce Chess and was very excited to hear it was 

(finally) on FRC’s 2010 schedule. He hopes you enjoy it as much as he does. It will be an 

extremely busy year for him. Up next is the Sorcerer, followed by Red Lips. 

 

CHRISTINE BEARD (PIANO/SYNTHESIZER/FLUTE ALTERNATE) 

This is the first performance with Front Row Centre for Christine.  She is very excited to 

join the cast and present a fantastic musical.  For this production you will hear her 

tinkling away on the piano and on occasion she will pull out her flute to entertain you.  

She is very thankful to all the folks who came out to support the show.  Enjoy! 

 

BRIAN MCGREGOR (TRUMPET) 

Brian is very pleased to be involved in this most recent production by Front Row Centre 

and to work with its very talented cast and production crew. This will be the sixth show 

he has been involved with and he has enjoyed every minute. 

 

PETE JOHNSON (GUITAR) 

 

ANITA BAILEY (VIOLIN) 

Anita has been playing the violin for years and is excited to perform Chess with the FRC. 

She is also a proud mother of three (plus two step kids), a member of the Calgary Civic 

Symphony, and a guest member of the DJ Symphonia. Anita works full time and takes 

classes and violin lessons in the evenings. In her spare time she falls flat on her face. 

 

JOANNE SAMPSON (CLARINET) 

Joanne has been playing in and conducting pit orchestras for FRC since 2004. She is 

thrilled to be invited back to play for this wonderful production of Chess. 

 

COREY DE BAAT (CLARINET ALTERNATE) 

Corey de Baat is currently studying music at the University of Calgary. He has played 

with groups such as Alberta Winds, Calgary Concert Band and Calgary Civic Symphony. 

Corey has also played in Front Row Centre's productions of Sweeney Todd, Hello Dolly 

and Nunsense. 
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Orchestra 

 

JODY RACH (FLUTE) 

Jody has been playing flute and piccolo in concert bands in Calgary for many years. She 

only recently discovered how much she loves playing for musical theatre, and she is very 

grateful to her family for sharing her with the theatre.  

 

TIM OLDHAM (TROMBONE) 

Tim's only in the show because he has a crush on the estranged wife of the Russian 

chess champion. 

 

ERIN MADILL (BASS GUITAR) 

Erin is excited to be back at the theatre after her year long hiatus to work on her degree.  

She just couldn't stay away when the opportunity to play this amazing music was offered 

to her.  Hope you enjoy the show! 

 

KATHY MA (PERCUSSION) 

Kathy is happy to be back behind the drums for another FRC show.  After doing Hello 

Dolly last year, she didn’t want it to end (it was just so happy).  Chess has some of her 

favorite songs and she is always amazed at the talent and happy to be involved with 

another great cast. 

 

 

 

 
 

Interested in advertising in our programs? 

Please contact marketing@frontrowcentre.ca 
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Design, Production and Backstage Crew 
Director............................ ..................Colleen Bishop 
Director............................ ...................... Carl Bishop 
Musical Director................. ................. Stefanie Holick 
Choreographer .................. ............ Dean Mackedenski 
Producer........................... .................Darren Stewart 
Producer........................... ..............Cynthia Anderson 
Stage Manager .................. .....................Joy Hodgson 
Lighting Design ................. ................... Richard Nairn 
Set Design........................ ...................... Carl Bishop 
Costume Design ................ ................... Rhonda Perry 
Props ............................... .................... Sara Lindsay 
Sound Design & Operation .. ...... Steven Eastgaard-Ross 
Assistant Stage Manager..... .........................Alex Lyall 
Running Crew....................Allana Chatterton, Jo Acker-

man, Jamie Eastgaard-Ross 
Lighting Board Operator...... ..................Trevor Somers 
Lighting Crew.................... ....................... John Nairn 
Set Construction ................ Darren Stewart, Carl Bishop 
Move-in Crew.................... ..................Harlan Sterner 
Costume Assistants ............Melissa Cole, Bobbi Kotlar-

chuk and Crystal Perry 
Costume Support...............Lisa Madill, Christine Horne, 

Sherri Harbaruk, Myrna 
Weiden, Irene Howell and 
Donna Sylvester 

Front of House Managers ....Darren Stewart, Janos 
Zeller, John Zeller, Brenda 
Spénard, Carl Spénard 

Photography .....................John K. Nairn, Northern 
Scenic Photography 

Poster Design.................... .................... JP Thibodeau 
Program Design................. .................Darren Stewart 
Marketing (Copywriter)....... ....................Krissy Doiron 
 

 

 
Did you like what you experienced here today? 

Nominate us for a CAT Award! 
2011 Calgary Community Theatre Awards 

Vote for your favorite performances of the 2010-2011 season online at www.calgary-acts.com 
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 Crew 

 

TIM RICE (LYRICS) 

Tim Rice was born in 1944. From 1956-1965 he wanted to be Elvis. Then he met Andrew 

Lloyd Webber whose musical ambitions were in theatre rather than rock and the rest, as 

they say, is history. He has won many awards, mainly for the wrong things, or for simply 

turning up. He lives in England, has three children, his own cricket team and a 

knighthood (that's Sir Tim to you). Bio extracted from mtishows.com. Headshot pfd.co.uk. 

 

BJÖRN ULVAEUS (MUSIC) 

Björn Ulvaeus is a former member of the Swedish musical group ABBA, and co-composer 

of the musicals Chess, Kristina från Duvemåla, and Mamma Mia!. He has recently 

coproduced the film Mamma Mia! with ex-ABBA member and close friend Benny 

Andersson. Ulvaeus and Andersson were nominated for a Drama Desk Award for 

"Outstanding Music" for Chess, and for a Tony Award for "Best Orchestrations" for 

musical Mamma Mia!. Bio extracted from wikipedia.org. Headshot unrealitytv.co.uk. 

 

BENNY ANDERSSON (MUSIC) 

Benny Andersson is a Swedish musician and composer, a former member of the Swedish 

musical group ABBA, and co-composer of the musicals Chess, Kristina från Duvemåla, 

and Mamma Mia!. He is currently active with his own band Benny Anderssons Orkester 

(BAO!), and was executive producer for the film version of the musical Mamma Mia!. 
Bio extracted from wikipedia.org. Headshot lyrics.as. 

 

RICHARD NELSON (BOOK) 

Richard Nelson is an American playwright and librettist. He wrote the books for the 

musicals James Joyce's The Dead and the Broadway version of Chess. 

Nelson received the 2000 Tony Award for Best Book of a Musical for James Joyce's The 

Dead. He received the Olivier Award for Best Play for Goodnight Children Everywhere. 
Bio extracted from wikipedia.org. Headshot broadway.com. 

 

COLLEEN BISHOP (DIRECTOR) 

This has been a busy year for Colleen.  This time last year, she was a pregnant chorus 

member in Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street.  2 shows and one stop in 

the delivery ward later, she is the very lucky mother of Lily and the proud co-director of 

Chess.  She is looking forward to taking a break and spending time with her daughter. 

 

CARL BISHOP (DIRECTOR) 

This is Carl's eleventh turn in the director's chair, having manned such shows as Aladdin, 

Guys and Dolls, The Sound of Music, and The Hobbit. It is, however, his first time acting 

in a show he has directed and his first time co-directing with his wonderful wife Colleen. 

He would like to thank the amazing cast and crew for helping to pull Chess together. 

 

STEFANIE HOLICK (MUSICAL DIRECTOR) 

Musically directing this wonderful show has been a fun and exciting opportunity. This 

cast and crew have been great to work with and Stefanie thanks them all for making this 

such an enjoyable experience. Past credits include MD for Iolanthe (Morpheus), Cabaret 

(CMT) and other Cappuccino Musical Theatre shows, playing Jack’s mother in Into the 

Woods (CMT), and performing in Dessert Songs (CMT). Enjoy tonight! 
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 Crew 

 

DEAN MACKEDENSKI (CHOREOGRAPHER) 

Dean Mackedenski has been a dancer and choreographer for over 16 years, focusing on 

Ukrainian dance. He currently instructs with Calgary's Tryzub School of Ukrainian Dance 

and directs the Lethbridge Troyanda Dancers. Dean received a Newcomer CAT award for 

his choreography last year in Fiddler on the Roof. 

Dean is thrilled to be a part of Chess for his second production with the FRC family! 

 

CYNTHIA ANDERSON (PRODUCER) 

Over the years Cynthia has been a stage manager, a costume designer and has been on 

stage most recently as Sister Mary Catalina in FRC’s production of Nunsense the Mega 

Musical. This is Cynthia’s first time in a producer role and she has enjoyed the education! 

Thanks to a great cast and a fantastic production crew – you are all awesome! Thanks 

also my family and friends who have always supported me in my passions. Namaste. 

 

DARREN STEWART (PRODUCER) 

Darren is pleased to be producing one of his favourite musicals in one of its many 

incarnations.  If you’re a regular FRC attendee (and he hopes that you are!) you’ve seen 

him in Fiddler on the Roof, Godspell, Evita, Pippin, Kiss Me Kate and Jesus Christ 

Superstar, and have seen many a show with his handiwork in there somewhere as this is 

his 17th show with the company.  Look! a boring bio. 

 

JOY HODGSON (STAGE MANAGER) 

Combining her love for musicals, love triangles, and the 80's, Chess was practically 

written for her.  The second show she has had the pleasure of working on with FRC, Joy 

is pleased as punch to be Stage Managing this time around.  When she's not living out 

her first passion in the theatre, Joy is working on developing her mind reading skills at 

MRU. 

 

RICHARD NAIRN (LIGHTING DESIGN) 

Richard is pleased to be a pawn in this production of Chess. He has previously done 

lighting designs for Joseph, Anne of Green Gables, The Coarse Acting Show, and more. 

 

RHONDA PERRY (COSTUME DESIGN) 

Rhonda has thoroughly enjoyed her experience remembering the 1980's in her first 

production with Front Row Centre.  She has been involved with Costume creation for 

over 20 years and has re-created such periods as Tudor, Victorian and Rococo, in 

addition to an examination of Black and White Silent films of the 1920's. Rhonda looks 

forward to future involvement with the theatre. 

 

SARA LINDSAY (PROPS) 

Sara Lindsay is a born thespian who loves everything to do with the theater. To her, 

nothing can be more rewarding than to run loose behind the scenes and share in the 

excitement of a developing show. Though she may be seeing life in black and white for 

months after Chess, it was worth every minute to be a part of such a wonderful 

production. 
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 Crew 

 

CAT BENTLEY (HAIR & MAKEUP) 

 

STEVEN EASTGAARD-ROSS (SOUND DESIGN & OPERATION) 

Steven is very pleased to be involved in his first FRC show. Recent credits include Sound 

Designer for tick, tick...BOOM! (Scorpio Theatre) and The Wedding Singer (Cappuccino 

Theatre) Lighting Operator for Mikado (Morpheus Theatre) and as an Actor in Seasons in 

the West (Scorpio Theatre) and Yeomen of the Guard (Morpheus Theatre). Now sit back 

and enjoy the Show. 

 

ALEX LYALL (ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGER) 

This is Alex's third production with FRC. Thank you to everyone for making this such an 

experience. Special thanks to her family for putting up with the absences and to Kirk for 

never letting me get too bored. 

 

ALLANA CHATTERTON (RUNNING CREW) 

Allana is new to the theatre scene in Calgary and is very excited to get back into live 

theatre as a part of this production.  Her previous experience was in Ontario where she 

worked in several different backstage production roles - her favourite being as stage 

manager for Little Shop of Horrors.  She has a special fondness for musical productions 

and hopes this is just the beginning. 

 

JO ACKERMAN (RUNNING CREW) 

Jo is happy to be dipping her toe back into the world of musical theatre, since she 

arrived from NW London, England almost 5 years ago. There she was involved in many 

different capacities in many different shows. She is looking forward to this being the 1st 

of many Front Row Centre productions she is a part off. 

 

JAMIE EASTGAARD-ROSS (RUNNING CREW) 

 

TREVOR SOMERS (LIGHTING BOARD OPERATOR) 

Trevor is thrilled to be the lighting operator for Chess!  He has been involved with Annie!, 

You’re a Good Man Charlie Brown for StoryBook Theatre as a lighting operator. He was 

also the lighting operator on Sweeney Todd last year. He is also thrilled to be working 

with Joy Hodgson and Carl Bishop again!  BREAK A LEG and have fun everyone on 

Chess! 
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 Crew 

 

CRYSTAL PERRY (COSTUME ASSISTANT) 

Crystal has enjoyed working on her first Theatre production, Chess, with FRC. She has a 

natural flair for colour and trends and has designed several pieces that are unique, 

original and outrageous. Crystal has always enjoyed the Theatre and is working towards 

a future in Make-up artistry. Her involvement with this current production has proven to 

be both educational and rewarding. 

 

BOBBI KOTLARCHUK (COSTUME ASSISTANT) 

Bobbi is a first time volunteer in theatre. Her heart has always embraced art in all its 

masterpieces and she's excited to be involved with Chess. With a technical career 

confining her to a desk she welcomes creative opportunities and challenges as they arise. 

Either that or it's simply the crux of a midlife crisis consuming the free time she can't 

seem to make. 

 

MELISSA COLE (COSTUME ASSISTANT) 

Melissa has enjoyed working on Chess, her second production with Front Row Centre. 

Other work with FRC include Nunsense and the upcoming production of The Producers. 

While new to costuming for theatre, Melissa has always been intrigued by fashion and 

studied styling in London, England, however, the creative and friendly people with FRC 

have converted Melissa from high fashion to theatrical costuming. 
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Calgary’s Premier Community Musical Theatre Company 

Executive Committee 2010-2011 

President .......................... .................Darren Stewart 
Vice President ................... ......................Janos Zeller 
Treasurer.......................... .......................John Zeller 
Secretary.......................... .................. Veronica Mack 
Artistic Directors................ ....................... Joey Sayer 
....................................... ..................Andrea Sereda 
Marketing Directors............ ...................... Kerry Miller 
....................................... ..............Cynthia Anderson 
Volunteer Director.............. ..................... Jeri Guenter 
Assets Director .................. ................Brenda Spénard 
Members at Large .............. ................Megan Thatcher 
....................................... ........Jamie Eastgaard-Ross 
....................................... .................... Krista Willott 
 

Our Mission 

Front Row Centre Players Society is a not-for-profit, charitable 

organization, dedicated to providing opportunities for everyone to 

learn all aspects of musical theatre and to provide the community with 

top quality entertainment. 

 

Our Vision 

An organization that is a driving force, enhancing the cultural 

environment of the community through the active promotion of 

musical theatre. 
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The Story of Chess 
ARTICLE BY GAVIN LOGAN 

The story of Chess as a musical is just as convoluted and interesting as that of the game itself.  

Chess was born in 1980 in the fertile mind of Tim Rice.  Rice had conceived the entire storyline 

and written several lyrics when he approached Andrew Lloyd Webber to write the score.  

Nothing much materialized, as Lloyd Webber was interested in Cats at the time.  

Rice then met Benny Andersson and Bjorn Ulvaeus, the double Bs of ABBA fame, who were 

looking to branch out into musical theatre.  The trio worked on Chess for the better part of two 

years, and the original double album, with which Chess fanatics are most familiar, reached the 

stores in 1984.  Using as a metaphor the world of international chess, Rice wrote about how 

the Cold War affected the lives of all those it touched.  It was a massive success, resulting in 

hit singles across the globe (“One Night in Bangkok” reached #9 in the US). 

The original London production had to live up to high expectations when it opened.  There 

were major problems, however.  Michael Bennett, the show’s original director/ choreographer, 

was seriously ill (he died of AIDS in 1987).  Director Trevor Nunn was called in at the last 

minute, with the understanding that if the show moved to Broadway, he could entirely re-

envision the production.  Rice, Andersson, and Ulvaeus agreed.  The show opened in London 

to great reviews, and ran for three years. 

Broadway was another story.  Nunn was true to his word and re-envisioned the show entirely.  

He hired American script-writer Richard Nelson to doctor the script; due to bad timing, Rice’s 

cold war tale suddenly seemed dated, as in the late 1980s it was apparent that the Cold War 

was coming to an end.  Nelson’s new book incorporated this new reality into Rice’s extant 

script.  Nelson and Nunn also threw out half of the score, turning Chess into a traditional book 

musical, and Rice added a few new songs to the mix, including “Someone Else’s Story”.  The 

show opened on Broadway in 1988 to massive critical pans, closing after 68 performances.  

However, due to the recognition of the original album, Chess refused to die.   

Rice has subsequently re-written several versions, culminating in what he considers to be the 

definitive version.  He returned the story to its pre-Glasnost days; it is more effective as a 

‘Period Piece’. This version appeared in 2008 as the London Concert, and Rice is planning to 

bring this ‘final’ version back to the stage.  The difficulty in doing so in North America is that 

when he was commissioned, Richard Nelson insisted on a clause that would allow only his 

version of the story to be performed anywhere in North America. 

Thus, FRC presents the American version.  It still has the benefit of containing one of the 

greatest scores written for musical theatre, and is an interesting look at how a story can be 

changed to suit the times in which it is written.  Chess in any form is a powerful, intelligent 

musical about life, love, politics, and the shocking ways in which we often use one another for 

personal gain. 
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22 Years of FRC 
1988-1989 

Jesus Christ Superstar 
 

1989-1990 
Tunes and Tickles 

Damn Yankees 
 

1990-1991 
Tunes and Tickles Too 

How to Succeed in Business Without Really 
Trying 

 
1991-1992 

Tunes and Tickles Three 
Weather Report 
The Fantasticks 

 
1992-1993 

Broadway on the Move 
You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown 

Chicago 
 

1993-1994 
Tunes and Tickles IV 

Oliver! 
 

1994-1995 
Tunes and Tickles V: A Look Back 

Annie Get Your Gun 
 

1995-1996 
The Butler Did it Singing 

Annie 
 

1996-1997 
Godspell 

Guys and Dolls 
 

1997-1998 
The Sound of Music 
Fiddler on the Roof 

 
1998-1999 

Sugar 
Music Man 

 
1999-2000 

Bye Bye Birdie 
Bells are Ringing 

 

2000-2001 
The Rocky Horror Show 
The Rocky Horror Show 

A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum 
 

2001-2002 
Cabaret 
Gypsy 

South Pacific 
 

2002-2003 
Eating Raoul 

How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying 
My Fair Lady 

 
2003-2004 

Company 
Jesus Christ Superstar 

Kiss Me Kate 
 

2004-2005 
A New Brain 

Man of La Mancha 
Pippin 

 
2005-2006 

Leader of the Pack 
Evita 
Hair 

 
2006-2007 
Oklahoma 
Chicago 

Little Shop of Horrors 
 

2007-2008 
Nine 

Camelot 
Wizard of Oz 

 
2008-2009 

Godspell 
Fiddler on the Roof 

Grease 
 

2009-2010 
Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street 

Hello Dolly! 
Forbidden Broadway’s Greatest Hits 

Nunsense the Mega Musical 
 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR PAST SHOWS PLEASE VISIT WWW.FRONTROWCENTRE.CA 
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